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SECTION I  (each carries one mark)  
Total: 30 Marks

1.) Bauhaus school was established in Austria  
(THREE / FALSE)

2.) Piet Mondrian was associated with ‘Dentijil Group  
(THREE / FALSE)

3.) Amrita Sher-Gil’s mother’s name was Marie Antoinette  
(THREE / FALSE)

4.) Joseph Beuys was part of Fluxus movement  
(THREE / FALSE)

5.) Lost wax method is a technique used in Print Making  
(THREE / FALSE)

6.) Jivya Soma Mashe, Warli tribal painter received The Prince Claus Award.  
(THREE / FALSE)

7.) William Kentridge, South African artist worked on apartheid.  
(THREE / FALSE)

8.) Ukiyo-e is a genre of Japanese woodblock prints and paintings  
produced between the 17th and the 20th centuries.  
(THREE / FALSE)

9.) Ustad Mansur was a painter in the court of Kangra.  
(THREE / FALSE)

10.) Chan painters were the Taoists.  
(THREE / FALSE)

11.) Lithography is a surface printing.  
(THREE / FALSE)

12.) “Potato Eaters” was painted by Gauguin.  
(THREE / FALSE)

13.) Kathe Kollwitz is well known for her Lithographs.  
(THREE / FALSE)

14.) Zhang Xiaogang is a well known as a well known  
Chinese traditional artist.  
(THREE / FALSE)

15.) The Birth of Venus painted by Italian artist. Botticelli.  
(THREE / FALSE)

16.) Michelangelo was the subject of the book  
“The Agony and The Ecstasy”?  
(THREE / FALSE)

17.) Degas Post-Impressionist painter lived mainly in Aix-en-Provence  
and painted a number of landscapes of the area?  
(THREE / FALSE)

18.) “Futurism” artistic movement was founded by Georges Braque  
and Pablo Picasso?  
(THREE / FALSE)
19.) Bernini created the famous sculptures
   “The Thinker and The Kiss”.  
   (TRUE / FALSE)

20.) Tempera the term is given to the technique where paint
    is mixed and bound with egg yolk?
   (TRUE / FALSE)

21.) Critics locate Henri Matisse as the revolutionary master of colour,
    while Picasso is the revolutionary master of form.
   (TRUE / FALSE)

22.) Leonorra Carrington is known almost exclusively for her ‘Object’,
    a cup, plate, and a spoon covered with the fur of a Chinese gazelle.
   (TRUE / FALSE)

23.) One of the artists in Fauvism was George Baselitz.
   (TRUE / FALSE)

24.) The term ‘xylography’ is associated with printmaking
   (TRUE / FALSE)

25.) The Burning of the Houses of Parliament’ is done by John Constable
   (TRUE / FALSE)

**Fill in the blanks:**

1.) Anju Dodiya studied in.................................
   a) Faculty of Fine Arts, Baroda  b) College of Fine Arts, New Delhi
   c) J.J. School of Arts, Mumbai  d) Kalabhavan, Santiniketan.

2.) ‘The Tower of Babel’ is a famous painting by .........................
   a) Pieter Bruegel  b) Albrecht Durer
   c) Caravaggio  c) William Turner

3.) .................. Rabindranath Tagore requested Nandalal Bose to take charge of the newly
    started Kala Bhavan.
   a) In 1921  b) In 1935  c) In 1919  d) In 1901

4.) ‘The Creative Circuit’ is written by..........................
   a) Geeta Kapur  b) Stela Kramrich
   c) Sudhir Patwardhan  d) K.G. Subramanyan)

5.) The oil painting, titled *City for Sale* is the work of......................
   a) Atul Dodiya  b) Sudhir Patwardhan
   c) Gulam Mohammed Sheikh

**SECTION II**

**Write Short Notes any Two: (each carries 10 marks)  
Total: 20 marks**

1) Surrealism  2) Art Nouveau  3) Edgar Degas  4) Minimalism

5) Mahabalipuram  6) Kalighat Paintings  7) Land Art  8) Intaglio